versatile window solutions

luxaflex
pleated
blinds

®

AUTOMATED
Max width: 5000mm,
Max height: 4500mm or 15m2

Skylight
Overhead hand or pole operated.
Max width: 2500mm, Max height: 3000mm

Triangular
Cord operated or fixed.
Fixed:
Max width: 2000mm,
Max height: 1600mm
Cord operated: Max width: 2500mm,
Max height: 1600mm

Arch
Static position only. Must be semi-circular
Max width: 2000mm, Max height: 1000mm

Day & Night
Two fabrics, sheer and block out,
top down or bottom up.
Max width: 3400mm, Max height: 3200mm

TOP DOWN/BOTTOM UP
Cord operated or Automated.
Max width: 3400mm,
Max height: 3200mm or 10m2

Triangle plus
For windows with sloping tops,
blind cord operated separately.
Max width: 2500mm, Max height: 2500mm
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Luxaflex® Pleated BLINDS

Luxaflex® Pleated BLINDS

Technical Specifications 816 Metallised Fabric Range: Transparent

LUXAFLEX® PLEATED BLINDS

Child Safety

Child safety is a critical issue and one that we
have addressed with the availability of child
safety devices as options on your blinds. We
continually monitor standards to ensure our
Luxaflex® products comply with applicable safety
standards and are safe for you and your child.

The Luxaflex® Pleated Blind range provides true style and versatility. Pleated
Blinds not only provide privacy, sun and light control, they look stunning in
any setting from traditional through to easy living and ultra modern. Choose
from a vast array of fade-resistant fabrics including pastels, neutrals and
solid colours, in translucent through to opaque options.
Each fabric has a metallised backing to insulate your window against
the heat of the summer sun, yet retaining warmth during the cold winter
months. Metallised fabrics are made from Trevira CS 100% Polyester
and are vacuum bonded with aluminium on the reverse side providing
a consistent external appearance.
Combine 816 Transparent fabric with the 878 Non Transparent in the
Luxaflex® Day/Night blind to provide night time privacy with day time
versatility and UV protection.
All Luxaflex® Pleated Blinds are heat set to retain a crisp, neat appearance
and when fully raised form a tightly packed narrow stack. Luxaflex® Pleated
Blinds can be used for a wide variety of window shapes and sizes including
skylights, arched and triangular.

Luxaflex Pleated blind can be automated, removing
the need to manually operate your Pleated blinds.
Automation really is the ultimate in child safety, your
blinds can be operated through a wall mounted switch,
a slender platinum remote or complete integration with
today’s new “Smart Home” technology.
®

Cleaning

Luxaflex® Pleated blind are anti-static and therefore repel dust and dirt.
Avoid installation in humid rooms and contact with water. Dusting or
vacuuming an average of twice per year is sufficient to keep Luxaflex®
Pleated blinds in good condition. When using a vacuum cleaner, set it
to a gentle level of suction and use an attachment with a soft brush.

TRANSPARENCY INDEX
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Technical Specifications 812 Metallised Fabric Range: Semi -transparent
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Technical Specifications 878 Metallised Fabric Range: Non-Transparent
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Fire Retardant
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Another important feature of these fabrics is fire retardant,
giving you extra peace of mind. This has been carefully
formulated so it does not affect the texture and feel of the
fabric, so they maintain their good looks and appearance.

